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the course is designed to prepare students for
the one-year introductory computer science

course. we expect the python module to be a
useful intermediate programming experience
before moving to higher-level programming
(e.g., c or c++). (formerly numbered 13.)

lecture, four hours; discussion, two hours. the
objective of the course is to introduce students

to the basic concepts of computer science
(theory of computation, algorithms, data

structures, programming constructs,
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programming paradigms and languages, and the
structure of computer programs and their

execution). p/np grading. this is an introduction
to computer science, not a computer science
course. the syllabus contains information on

courses required to graduate with a degree in
computer science. for singleplayer only, this
setting pauses the game whenever you open
your inventory or talk to an npc. this can be
useful, as you can work with your inventory
without worrying about being attacked or

drowning. however, with autopause on, you
can't place items from directly out of inventory
(the item must be in the hotbar and selected),
nor can you use usable items directly out of
inventory. note that independently from this

setting it isalso in singleplayer onlyalso possible
to pause the game by any method which

switches out of the terraria program, such the
alt-tab hotkey or the windows key function.

(formerly numbered 14.) lecture, three hours;
discussion, two hours. in-depth introduction to

python programming language for students who
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have already taken beginning programming
course in strongly typed, compiled language
(c++, c, or fortran). core python language

constructs, applications, text processing, data
visualization, interaction with spreadsheets and

sql databases, and creation of graphical user
interfaces. p/np or letter grading.
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3a provides students with an introduction to web
programming with php. students learn the
fundamentals of html for webpages, css for

interactive visual elements and using them with
javascript. the focus in class is primarily on

client-side programming, but also covers server-
side programming via cgi (common gateway
interface) and scripting with php. the class is
excellent for exposing students to powerful
programming tools which are used in web
development such as javascript , css, and

jquery. the class also introduces a knowledge of
relational databases such as mysql and

postgresql. familiarity with sql is essential in
web development. 1a serves as the introductory

programming class for the program in
computing (pic). all students must have a

certificate of completion from the computer
programming course numbered 15a or higher in
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order to register for this course. students in this
course will learn the fundamental aspects of

programming necessary to succeed in a variety
of different job markets. the class covers the
basics of object-oriented programming, data
types, algorithms, data structures, input and
output, and memory allocation. the class also

introduces students to relational databases and
the programming language sql. 18a teaches

database management systems and structures
of relational databases. during the four weeks of

the course, students learn introductory topics
such as sql, structure of databases, relational

algebra, and the structure of databases.
students also learn to retrieve data from a

database using sql statements, and learn how to
set up database tables and create sql programs

to access data in the database. students are
encouraged to create database management
programs such as a web based information

system for a store. the ability to create database
management systems is expected. there are
good choices of open source tools to use to
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implement the student’s database, and the
software is all free. the ability to set up and

manipulate databases is a skill that can be used
for many different applications including job and

university placements. 5ec8ef588b
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